
MSCC Techniques Speed Championship 2023

Venue: Wiscombe Park Hill Climb

Date: 20th May 2023

The Speedmog entries for the Wiscombe Park Hillclimb were; the +8s of Alan Foster, Phil
Cowpland and Georgina and her father, James Dean; James Walter was in his +4, Howard Burton
in his 4/4 and Jim Andrews (pictured) in his 1971 4/4 Four seater.

The course of just over a thousand yards, is set
in the grounds of Wiscombe Park, a beautiful
wooded estate in South Devon. It provides every
opportunity to test driver and car to the limit, with
enough straights to go flat out and corners to
test nerves for late braking. The gradients meant
a good aerobic workout on the track walk before
the first practice. The track has recently been
resurfaced and is now very grippy.

Bright morning sunshine had soon dried off the grass paddock after heavy rain the previous
evening. On our first practice run we were all a little tentative as we were aware of possible damp
patches still on parts of the track where it runs through shaded woodland and also not helped by
one of the early runners dropping oil. The second practice saw us all chopping seconds off our
times with Alan clocking the fastest at 50.27 seconds.

The lunch break gave an opportunity to look at the other cars and talk to some of the drivers.
Morgan 3 wheelers, Rileys and a Bentley from the 1930s, motor bikes and sidecars all made up
an impressive field of entrants. The event was organised by The 500 Owners Association and
twenty one of these 500cc single seaters from the 1950s were also taking part.



And so to the first of our two timed runs. The start section must be the shortest straight of any
circuit; still in first gear we take a ninety degree left hander after about fifty yards and then hammer
uphill along Wis Straight in open meadowland before braking very hard, entering the woodland at
the Gate, slightly disconcerting as our eyes adjusted going from bright sunshine into a shaded
tunnel of Rhododendrons and trees, the trunks of which we had noticed on our track walk, were
ominously clad with straw bales. The Esses snake through the wood and we try to remember
where the apexes are for a fast time before the right hand hairpin at Sawbench meant more hard
braking and changing down to first in the 4/4 to get a fast exit. It’s then flat out along Castle
straight looking for the braking point for the left hand Martini hairpin, into first again and then a
forty yard dash to the finish. Our times show up as we enter the top paddock, where we wait for all
our batch to arrive and our heart rate to go back to somewhere near normal. We then convoy back
down the hill to compare notes and see how we stand. According to the handicap calculations the
+8 drivers occupy the first four places: James Dean first, Phil second, Georgina third and Alan
fourth. Jim had cut an impressive whole six seconds off his first practice run time in his 4/4.

The start

As we lined up for our second and final timed run the track was at its warmest and therefore
fastest. And so it proved for most of us. James Dean breaking the fifty second barrier, Phil found
another half second, Georgina had a flyer, cutting off two and a half seconds and Howard finding a
similar amount. James Walter had been whittling down his times and Alan, although improving on
his first timed run couldn’t get back to what he achieved on Practice 2. And so on the day the
overall winners on handicap were declared as James Dean first, Phil second and Georgina third.

Unfortunately the formula in the spreadsheet used to calculate the rankings had not been updated
to take into account that the +8 of Georgina and James was shod with 1B (track) tyres which
meant their target times should have been reduced. When the new calculation was run it meant
that Phil now took first, Howard second and James Dean third.

Despite this unfortunate late change to the results we had a great day of motor sport in beautiful
surroundings. Roll on next year!

Howard Burton


